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94
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English II
Alg II/Trig (Hon)
Chemistry (Lab)
Ancient Civilization
Spanish III (Hon)

English II Teacher:Section:Course: EN200 Thomas Baeniarn04

Absent: 3 Tardy: 0

Quarter 1

Grade A

Effort 4
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Gregory has been doing great work in English class.  He is a conscientious, mature student!  His vocabulary quiz 
grades have been very good.  I was also very impressed with his grades on both the Jane Eyre test and the 
Macbeth quizzes.  Clearly, Gregory prepares well and understands the material.  Gregory is always very attentive 
during our class discussions, and he contributes her insights and questions on a daily basis.  I hope he'll keep up 
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Grade: 10Dellerege, Greg Charles

Alg II/Trig (Hon) Teacher:Section:Course: MA260 Fernando Niasen01

Absent: 5 Tardy: 0

Quarter 1

Grade A-

Effort 4

We studied factoring and polynomials and a lot of other math things.
Gregory is achieving at a consistently high level in Alg/Trig (H). He demonstrates effective listening and thinking Gregory is achieving at a consistently high level in Alg/Trig (H). He demonstrates effective listening and thinking 
skills, attains daily learning objectives,and displays initiative in her reasoning. With continued effort, Gregory 
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should have a successful year in mathematics. It is a pleasures to have him in class. He is a good student and 

Gregory is achieving at a consistently high level in Alg/Trig (H). He demonstrates effective listening and thinking 
skills, attains daily learning objectives,and displays initiative in her reasoning. With continued effort, Gregory 
should have a successful year in mathematics. It is a pleasures to have him in class. He is a good student and 
makes a real effort. Good  Job!

Chemistry (Lab) Teacher:Section:Course: SC230 Lindsey Lir01

Absent: 3 Tardy: 0

Quarter 1

Grade B+

Effort 4
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It is just wonderful to have Gregory in class.  He is conscientious and always prepared with a firm grasp of the 
material.  His careful opinions and insights are most welcome, particularly because it furthers everyone's 
knowledge.  In groups, he is an excellent team worker and a generous and gracious leader.  His formal work on 
homework, quizzes and tests has been very good. 

Ancient Civilization Teacher:Section:Course: SS420 Joseph Dasece04

Absent: 2 Tardy: 0

Quarter 1

Grade A-

Effort 4

It is just wonderful to have Gregory in class.  He is not always prepared with a firm grasp of the material.   His It is just wonderful to have Gregory in class.  He is not always prepared with a firm grasp of the material.   His 
formal work on homework, quizzes and tests has been lacking. His writing have interesting ideas, however he 
It is just wonderful to have Gregory in class.  He is not always prepared with a firm grasp of the material.   His 
formal work on homework, quizzes and tests has been lacking. His writing have interesting ideas, however he 
needs to pay more attention to style.  Please try harder, Gregory, you can do better!
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Grade: 10Dellerege, Greg Charles

Spanish III (Hon) Teacher:Section:Course: FL335 Deena Bimiff01

Absent: 2 Tardy: 0

Quarter 1

Grade B+

Effort 4
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Quarter GPA 4.36

Curr GB Avg 81.50Qtr GB Avg 75.50
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